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The project started around the idea to capture inspirations in Götaplatsen 
and experiment on clay to find ways to interpret the inspirations and 
implement them into the context of Götaplatsen back again where their 
original references are. 

The old and the new are present together and showcasing the jump of time  
while the material clay still remains as a relevant building material that is 
also having the old and the new meeting on a common ground.



0. WORKFLOW

1. BASE MATERIALS | INSPIRATION LIBRARY
 
2. EXPERIMENTS

3. IMPLEMENTATIONS INTO THE CONTEXT

PAPER STRUCTURE
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Starting the project,

first was collecting an archive of façades, building modules, textures and objects in Götaplatsen; to picture a Götaplatsen through those 
qualities,



   -   Götaplatsen
   i.  Textures of Götaplatsen
  ii.  Objects Around
  iii.  Façades Surrounding
  iv.  Modules of Buildings
  v.  Inspirations from Around
  vi. Inventory of Interests

0. WORKFLOW

1. BASE MATERIALS | INSPIRATION LIBRARY
 
2. EXPERIMENTS IN PLACE

3. IMPLEMENTATIONS INTO THE CONTEXT







i. Textures of Götaplatsen











ii. Objects Around









iii. Façades Surrounding









iv. Modules of Buildings











v. Inspirations from Around















vi. Inventory of Interests
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phase 1

-then the experimentation phase would start and the clay experiments would take pieces of inspirations from Götaplatsen 
and it would allow to test ways of bulding up with building blocks,





















phase 2















1. BASE MATERIALS | INSPIRATION LIBRARY
 
2. EXPERIMENTS

3. IMPLEMENTATIONS INTO THE CONTEXT after the experiments the building blocks 
were implemented into the context and 
were tested structurally to speculate on 
how and what a building system could be 
designed following the experiments.



Implementation 1

The small plot where once hosted a temporary structure for the Gothenburg Exhibition in 1923, is now fenced with rainbow bulding 
blocks that fantasizes arches serves as a semi-open space as an extension to the café/restaurant behind it.

















Implementation 2

a passage experience in front of The City Library

















Implementation 3

The transition wall and the gate: There lies a long service road serving to the City Concert Hall, in between two buildings, is now 
gated with a transitioning wall consisting of a ribbon wall system in which the building blocks curve from one vertical structural 

element to the other, that can potentially attaract people into an open air road of sculptures and arts.











Implementation 4
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Implementation 5









as a conclusion to the process:

the inspirations, experimentations and implementations can vary and be 
articulated both for the author of this project or for possible authors that will 
propose, speculate and imagine spaces and architecture, while Götaplatsen will 
stay as a potentially inspiring place in the city of Gothenburg...


